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REMOTE: 
ART FROM THE PANDEMIC
Wayfinding rendering of virtual gallery detailing artwork displays
In Fall 2020, Sheridan’s Library and Learning Services, the Creative Campus Galleries, and the Faculty 
of Animation, Arts & Design’s Art Fundamentals program came together to organize an exhibition 
based on student work created during the COVID-19 pandemic. The Art Fundamentals class of 2021 
faced a new and formidable challenge, to complete a rigorous studio art program delivered entirely 
through remote learning. The artwork presented in Remote: Art From the Pandemic, showcases the 
creativity, ingenuity, and passion with which Art Fundamentals students undertook this challenge. 
The strength of the work, with its diversity of media – ranging from drawing and painting to sculpture 
and digital art – also testifies to the fortitude and resiliency of our community as a whole.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Trinity Klass, Leja Stagljar, and Simone Van Schaik (Honours Bachelor of Interior Design, 2022) curated 
Remote: Art From the Pandemic as part of the Creative Campus Galleries’ Summer 2021 Co-op in 
Exhibition Design. During the semester-long placement, Klass, Stagljar, and Van Schaik received 
hands-on professional experience working with the Galleries team to design virtual and in-person 
art exhibitions.
Remote: Art From the Pandemic was curated in a collaboration between Sheridan’s Library and 
Learning Services, the Creative Campus Galleries, and the Faculty of Animation, Arts & Design’s Art 
Fundamentals program.
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Jasper Ashley




For this assignment, we had to draw a still life from observation using graphite pencils. I decided 
to use very reflective objects to get a lot of interesting light patterns in the piece. This made it 
somewhat difficult to get all the shadows and highlights just right, but it was certainly a very fun 
challenge. I arranged them in a triangle formation to get a simple yet easy to follow composition. 
I do have a lot of experience working with graphite pencils, but not for anything as large as this 
piece. It allowed me to explore my shading abilities and improve my skills in realism. This has proven 
to be a very valuable portfolio piece and will remain as a reminder of my roots as an artist.
Jasper Ashley




For this assignment, we were instructed to paint a collection of fruit from life using only the Zorn 
palette. When I began painting, I knew I wanted to go for something realistic yet full of expression. 
I wanted my painting to be loose and free as to avoid getting spots that looked too tight and out 
of place. Still being a beginner to painting, it was an interesting experience fumbling through the 
process to figure out what looked right and what did not. In the end, I am very pleased with the 
result. It came out just as I had hoped, and certainly has given me a better understanding of my 
abilities as a painter.
Rana Abdo
Between Art and Quarantine, 2021
Acrylic Paint and Mixed Media 
33 x 43cm
Artist’s Statement:
“Between Art & Quarantine”, is a global phenomenon that invited artists to recreate iconic artworks, 
using props that they had at home. In this project, we had to choose a famous historical portrait 
painting using personal creativity and fun to recreate and incorporate it into the present-day 
context and use objects from home as props. After that, and from the staged photo, we had to 
execute a painting that can be a combination of painting, mixed media, and collage. I chose 
Picasso’s painting The Guitarist from his Blue Period and challenged myself to use mixed media to 
give a three-dimensional effect, and to have some fun while staying at home in quarantine in this 
pandemic period. I used cardboard, fishing string, CDs, newspapers, and glass in addition to paint. 
this project enriches my portfolio of work as it adds a creative and fun piece.
Rana Abdo
Kick It Up!, 2020
Cardboard 
74 x 30 x 120cm 
Artist’s Statement:
The shoe project was one of the Introduction to 3D Design course projects that requires using planner 
material to form an object, in this case, cardboard to form a shoe. In my model, the dimensions 
were three times bigger than the original boot, with all details and textures interpreted. Planning 
and drawing of side and bottom views of the shoes were required with a good practice of handling, 
cutting, and some assembling techniques such as scoring, stacking, and interlocking. This project 
challenges the ability to construct a three-dimensional object with minimal instruction behind the 
screen, and limited time. I came out of this project with a well-rounded experience and a creative 
awareness. This project enriches my portfolio of work as it adds a different perspective using mixed 
media in my art and using my imagination and creativity in executing any project in the future.
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MJ Clarke
FBI+, 2021
Markers on Paper 
35.5 x 43cm
Artist’s Statement:
This art piece was a project for 2D Design. What we needed to do was to make an instructional 
graphic. I chose to make an instructional graphic about how to be an FBI Agent. This piece is a 
funny way to become an FBI Agent.
Observational Diary, 2020
Mixed Media on Paper 
23 x 61cm
Artist’s Statement:
This project was simple, to keep a sketchbook throughout the two semesters of Art Fundamentals. I 
approached this with the goal of documenting the mundane aspects of my life and surroundings 
during these unpredictable times, while adding imagined elements as a way of literally adding 
interest to my life. As an ongoing work, I found the way I approached this to change as my mindset 
and surroundings did. As lockdown measures increased, the sketchbook began to include not only 
observational drawings (as I wasn’t able to go out and draw) but also drawings from imagination 
documenting my mindset or interests through quarantine.
Renee Chen
Elizabeth Bonnetta




Although I have grown up in Ontario my whole life, my mother’s family comes from the small rural 
area of Témiscamingue, Quebec and my paternal grandfather’s military background meant my 
father lived in many places across Canada. The goal when creating this piece was to create not 
only a reflection of myself but also a reflection of my family. For the base layers, I used a number of 
my own photos as well as two maps: Abitibi-Témiscamingue by the province of Quebec retrieved 
from the BAnQ archives, and an early 1900s map of Temiskaming, Temagami, and Keepawa Lake 
from the Toronto Public Library archives. I painted my paternal great-grandfather’s set of binoculars 
in acrylics to represent my memories of going to airshows with my father and grandparents. I believe 




19 x 19 x 19cm
Artist’s Statement:
The final project for 2D Design was to create an album cover for a made-up artist or band. To come 
up with the name for the artist/band, we were tasked with using the title of a randomly generated 
Wikipedia page, then the last five words of a randomly generated quote were used for the 
album name. I ended up with the band Colourist and their album No Good Evidence Either Way. 
I went into this project wanting to create a colourful piece with some sort of neon element and 
challenging myself to edit a picture (which I do not have much experience in) to be used as the 
background. I believe that I was successful in this project and that it will be a great addition to my 
portfolio because it is a piece that inspires me to pursue design further.




Gouache and Digital Art 
38.1 x 25.4cm
Artist’s Statement:
In this assignment, we had to come up with our own informational graphic. It could either be a 
step-by-step guide or overall a series of general suggestions. Being a short person myself, I thought 
putting a spin on the struggles of what a short person endures while attending a concert, could be 
a fun approach. I decided to play around with a limited palette of blue and orange, plus having a 
mixture of both a traditional and digital piece helped tie the whole assignment together. Music isn’t 
just simply black and white, it is a mixture of all the tones and shades in between, being able to also 
listen to it digitally or live. The inspiration for the polaroid photos came from their ability to capture a 
single moment in time. This concept helped portray the photos, videos, and memories/experiences 
that are captured and made at concerts.
Paula Crino Medina




This project consisted of creating a poster based on a social cause that we felt strongly about. I 
knew I wanted to do something related to my country, Chile, and bring awareness about the things 
happening there. I ended up choosing the water issue we have there, where all our water sources 
are privatized, and international companies have ownership of this natural resource. I wanted to 
call out these companies and the Chilean elite by telling them directly that, “Water Is My Right, Not 
Your Fucking Business” (written in Spanish as that is Chile’s official language). They are harsh and 
direct words because these companies and people should not profit off of a natural resource that 
is vital to everyone. I feel like this project helped me enhance my connection with my Chilean roots 
and be aware of how powerful art can be as a means of protest.
Mumo Wake Up, 2021
Photography and Digital Art 
28 x 43cm
Artist’s Statement:
Mumo Wake Up is a digital comic I created with the intent of depicting and verbalizing anxiety. 
I hoped to create an oppressive atmosphere without being ostentatious. Generally, I tend to 
lean towards representational drawings and adorning them with abstract elements, an exercise 
in portraying simple characters and emphasizing their turmoil. The pandemic and the resulting 
solitude it entailed has allowed me to time to develop my style and explore digital art as a means 
of expression, particularly photography, which I believe has been a rewarding medium to delve into 
and serves as the backbone for my comic.
Andrei Cousins
Sophie Corbet




How to Grow a Seedling is a step-by-step instructional graphic created for the instructional graphics 
assignment in Todd Barsanti’s 2-D Design class. This piece was inspired by my own experience 
growing multiple different types of vegetable plants throughout the pandemic. In this project, I was 
able experiment with variations of colour pallets and textures to create an engaging and organic 
design, and further develop my digital painting and graphic skills.
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Eggs In Space, 2021
Acrylic Paint on Paper 
35.5 x 43cm
Artist’s Statement:
The instructions for this assignment were to set up an egg carton with at least three eggs under a 
spotlight and paint from observation. To create this composition, we painted the mix media papers 
black and used lighter shades and tones to complete this painting. I believe this composition 
enriches my portfolio, as it shows strong observational skills and capturing the environment.
Olivia Giacoboni




I created this poster in collaboration with Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak Inc.’s MMIWG liaison. 
I wanted to create a poster that raised awareness of MMIWG2S while remaining optimistic and 
empowering. This was very important to me as an indigenous and two-spirit student and I’m glad I 
got to express a powerful message that I believe in.
Ace Doran-Campbell
Shengqi (Kiki) Hu




This project is a digital painting made to explore the aesthetics and concepts behind traditional 
Chinese blue and white porcelain designs through the creation of an abstract alphabet. I wanted 
each letter to be unique and expressive even when isolated from the rest, therefore almost 
completely unlike a Latin script when looking at each one individually, but come together as a 
whole with a bigger concept. From planning to creation, I was able to learn about the variety of 
existing pieces of porcelain art. I came across many creatures, sceneries and symbolic imagery, 
many of them already familiar and dear to me through stories and poems my mother used to 
tell me as a child. I had so much inspiration and fun in creating a project which held not only 
sentimental but artistic value for me.
Marketa Holtebrinck
Two in Three, Abstraction in White, 2021
Non-Drying Clay 
20 x 25.5 x 30.5cm
Artist’s Statement:
The small sculpture consists of three interconnected parts, two of which are touching. The larger of 
the two arms is leaning on a sphere for support, while the more slender second arm is freestanding 
and wraps the last third of its body around its counterpart. The slightly front-leaning body of the latter 
is held vertically by added base weight and contains 1.5mm-aluminum-wire armature. Although the 
sculpture is asymmetrical, with three points of contact on the ground, the top down view appears 
almost fully quadratic. All shapes are curved and depend on each other for support, both in statics 
and in the overall metaphor. At the beginning of my research were concepts of togetherness, 
support, self-reliance, and growth. Each of these concerns finds their expression individually as well 
as collectively, guiding the flow of the organic forms and their position with respect to each other. 
My growing interest in 3D work will much enhance my printmaking-leaning portfolio, as I hope to 
develop a body of work in which two- and three-dimensional thinking intersect.
REMOTE: ART FROM THE PANDEMIC
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Shengqi (Kiki) Hu




Originally a part of a series of 3, this digital painting is a repeating pattern meant to represent my 
personal associations with the theme “love”. Largely dominated by flowers, this piece features the 
peony, my mother’s favourite flower, imagery which I have naturally associated strongly with her. 
The white bud is a snowdrop, the birth flower of my first love, though small and perhaps silly I thought 
would bring an innocent and childlike aspect into my piece. The magpie, front and center hail from 
the traditional Chinese folk tale of The Cowherd and the Weaver Girl, a timeless story of true love, 
where lovers separated by the milky way may cross a bridge formed by magpies every year on the 
7th day of the 7th lunar month. The limited colour palette, soft and romantic along with the loose 






This painting was created focusing on the contrast between colors without using any blue. The Zorn 
palette focuses on creating depth and high contrast by using opposing colors on the color wheel. The 
focus of this piece were the highlights as the glare brought life to the textures and depth of the fruits.
Arianna Lee




This acrylic painting was created through observation using the Zorn palette, consisting of ochre 
yellow, cadmium red, black, and white. I wanted to achieve a hyper realistic look to my subject 
matter, heavily focusing on shine and shadows. Completing this project helped me increase my skills 
when painting from observation and helped me to better understand form and composition. 
Blind Reflection, 2021
Graphite on Paper  
20 x 30.5cm
Artist’s Statement:
This blind contour drawing is a portrait of myself looking into the mirror. I felt that this project gave 
me so much freedom and allowed me to focus my attention into picking out details of objects, how 
they move and interact with the things around them, rather than trying to make it look “perfect”. 
This piece helped me grow out of my shell as an artist; it showed me that mistakes are only mistakes 
when you take them as such. Sometimes the best thing to do is to just - without fear - keep going.
Nikki Kim
Joy Liu
Inside My Mind, 2020
Ink and Marker 
20.5 x 30.5cm
Artist’s Statement:
This piece is from my Introduction to Drawing class’s sketchbook homework. It represents a reflection 
of how crowded my mind feels. I am a person who thinks and reflects a lot in life and repeats 
this process many times in the day. My mind feels almost like a garage that stores bits of daily 
conversation, images I see, and my memories and hopes for the future. During the Pandemic it 
seemed my mind has gotten even more crowded since I couldn’t go outside and socialize very 
much. This piece helped me to develop and play around with filling up a page with pictures, I 
learned that this technique is quite lovely to look at.
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This piece was created for an assignment in which the class was asked to design a poster that 
creates positive change and raises awareness for a social cause of our choice. My artwork is 
intended to start a discussion around sexual assault and victim blaming. In creating this piece, I was 
inspired by a 2018 rape trial of a 17-year-old female victim whose undergarments were used as 
evidence in favour of the perpetrator. My piece pairs provocative imagery with bold statements, 
challenging the viewer to explore their own assumptions and beliefs on this issue. This artwork 
enriches my portfolio by demonstrating my interest in bold shapes and colours as well as my ability 
to express messages and evoke emotion through art.
Megan Nogueira 




This artwork was designed for an infographic assignment in which the class was asked to create 
a “how to” guide. In approaching this piece, I wanted to create something both humorous and 
informational. Ultimately, I was inspired by my passion for creating art and chose to design a poster 
that I hoped all artists would be able to relate to, using my personal experiences to create both 
the character and informational elements. I feel that this artwork sets my portfolio apart because it 
incorporates elements of both character design and storytelling. It speaks to my love of whimsical, 
childlike illustration and bright colour, and also emphasizes my dedication to the arts.
Megan Nogueira 
Iman Omar Saleh




The following artwork is an Infographic assignment that discusses the various types of beneficial 
herbal teas that each help to provide specific nutrition and protection to your body’s system. Various 
elements of design play a significant role in this artwork, such as the colours and layout. For colours, 
I had hoped to achieve a sense of calmness and relaxation for the overall look of the design. The 
layout and text of the design helps shape and organize the information on the infographic. I believe 
that this project enhances my artistic skill by exploring the various artistic methods and techniques to 
provide a more effective outcome of this project. This Infographic design project has allowed me to 
become aware of how information is presented to me and what techniques were used in order to 
make the overall visual outcome of the information more appealing to the viewer.
Iman Omar Saleh




In this project, which is titled Animal Form With Type, I had decided to use a parrot named the Rose 
Breasted Cockatoo, which as you can see, is a silhouette of the parrot, and they are placed inside of 
a lower-case letter ‘r’. For this project, I had no particular expectations of what the outcome of the 
finished visual product might look like. However, throughout the process, when experimenting with 
the positive and negative spaces within the limited colours and space of the letter, it has allowed 
me to narrow my ideas to a certain composition and style which I wanted to achieve in this artwork. 
This project has helped me grow as an artist by pushing the limitations of creativity and creating an 
artwork that is dynamic and visually interesting with only a limited amount of required materials.
REMOTE: ART FROM THE PANDEMIC
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Me as The Mistress of Disguise, 2021
Mixed Media, Acrylic, and Paper Collage on Illustration Board 
46 x 40.5cm
Artist’s Statement:
Utilizing what we had at home we were asked to recreate a painting for our final project “Between Art 
and Quarantine”. I chose to recreate Mistress of Disguise by Janet Hill. After the recreation, I was able 
to move forward in painting my rendition utilizing mixed media. I wanted to use collage to achieve 
the likeness of the scarf and add my own style to the recreation using acrylic paint. In completing 
this painting, I hoped to highlight not only the strength of women, but also the social stereotypes that 
come with being a woman. This painting spoke to me in different ways relating to my inner self and the 
struggles I have had to overcome in a male-dominated society. Furthermore, as you consider remote 
learning and how we’ve all been attending class as black screens, we are all truly masters of disguise.
Rachel Petropoulos




This alphabet design project required us to create our own abstract alphabet using any media of 
our choosing, mine being from food items you could find in your house. With this project I did not 
want to default to drawing digitally as I usually would, so I incorporated food and photography 
to challenge myself in a new way. I was inspired by decorative food plating in restaurants, and 
utilized three different bases for my project, sharing three different themed plates. I really enjoyed 
attempting to recreate some shapes and techniques of plating that I studied before embarking 
on the project, and was surprised by how many different types of cutlery and tools I had to use 
to mimic these designs. This artwork helps add to my portfolio to share that I am capable of using 




Graphite on Paper 
46 x 61cm
Artist’s Statement:
This assignment required us to create a scientific illustration of an animal of our choosing and was 
a part of an ongoing project to eventually create an animal form logo by the end of the term. 
Although this was only a process piece for a larger assignment, this piece made me understand 
the depth behind what it takes to create any design project that incorporates real life subjects 
that have rigid anatomical and detail level requirements. This assignment helped me appreciate 
my background in pencil realism, and how a base and fundamental knowledge of art can be 
extremely useful in any field of art and design. The animal that I chose for my ongoing logo design 
was a double-crested cormorant. With this piece, I wanted to prove my capabilities of realism to my 
peers and instructors and show my love for nature.
Daisy Rutter
Exterior Layout Illustration, 2021
Pencil on Bond Paper 
35.5 x 43cm
Artist’s Statement:
Working on this project was incredibly important to me, as I used it as part of my Animation Portfolio. 
Throughout the process I had to repeatedly draft out my layout and made necessary changes each time 
to achieve the end result. I feel that this project had tested my endurance as an artist, as I had to respond 
to constructive criticism during each class critique to improve my piece, while continuing to demonstrate 
my understanding of perspective. I also believe that my illustration has taken on the imaginative quality 
that I initially intended, as the characters and the setting of the layout adds personality to the piece. I 
am proud to say that I have made great strides in improving my skills in perspective in Art Fundamentals, 
and I owe a lot of my success to the support of my peers, as well as my professor.
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Daisy Rutter
Mythological Creature - Meowls, 2021
Pencil, Ink, Watercolor, and Digital Media 
22.5 x 30cm
Artist’s Statement:
During the mythological creature 3D Design project, I really enjoyed exploring all the elements of 
concept to creation throughout my process. By taking the classic mythical griffin and transforming it 
into my own idea, I was able to demonstrate how I incorporate my imagination into my artistic work. 
Since mythological legends are something that everyone can relate in different cultures, being 
able to expand upon my own ideas allowed me to represent my artistic intuition. Furthermore, the 
experience of being able to see my classmates to come up many different concepts of what a 
mythological creature means to them individually was amazing. It was incredibly eye-opening to 
see everyone’s unique process as an artist, and that’s something I’ve really come to appreciate 
from my first experience in professional art education.
Meghan Ryan
Recreation of Edwin Headley Holgate, Great Bug Pond, 




For this piece our class was tasked with choosing one famous Canadian artist’s painting to recreate 
but with a twist. The twist being we were only allowed to use black and white paint to show the 
range in value that the original possesses. Overall, I enjoyed this assignment very much even though 




30 x 25 x 30cm
Artist’s Statement:
With this project, I had a great vision. I wanted to make a project that you could put away and 
open up the surprise. I used a lot of different media such as acrylic paint, cardboard, clay, paper, 
and natural resources from the environment. The project came together really nicely, and it helped 
me really “breathe” towards the end of the semester. I could really just explode with creative 
passion in this project. Thx Kirsten Abrahamson!
Emma Venator
Self Portrait, 2021
Acrylic Paint on Paper 
43 x 35.5cm
Artist’s Statement:
The project for this was our final self portrait in Painting. Instead of focusing strictly on the skills and 
techniques that we learnt throughout the semester, I wanted to really focus on the mood and 
atmosphere. I worked with my desk lamp as my only light source to achieve some intense lighting 
and utilized a very limited colour palette, only using some blue to stand out in the shadows. This 
piece, and the course as a whole, helped me approach painting in a much more broad and 
emotional way instead of focusing on the minute details, which is a skill I will be sure to expand on 
going forward in my artistic career.
REMOTE: ART FROM THE PANDEMIC
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Forgotten Letters, 2021
Mixed Media - Book Used as Base 
36 x 25 x 4.5cm
Artist’s Statement:
This project was a transformation task, the assignment was to take a hardcover book and change 
it into an object or scene that correlated to the story using the pages inside. I chose Allegiant by 
Veronica Roth, as it was a book I had around that I didn’t mind destroying. I remembered that the 
frustrating part of the book was the lack of communication, so I decided to make a messenger 
bag that contained all the letters that must have got lost between characters to cause so much 
confusion. I wanted it to look old and abandoned, as if the mailman just dropped it one day and 
was never able to get it back. This transformation improved my understanding of deconstruction, 
taking apart the book in order to put it back together how you want it to look. It also gave me tons 
of experience with measurements in 3D and making sure that different parts can and will fit together 
before committing to an addition.
Kayla Warburton
Emma Venator
We’d Never See The Stars, 2021
Digital Art 
25.5 x 25.5cm 
Artist’s Statement:
The project for this piece was the 2D Album Cover assignment where we had to create an album 
cover for a made-up band. We had to pick objects we owned to include, but instead of using 
photography for mine, I decided to go with a more illustrated approach. I worked in a style I hadn’t 
tried much before and a colour scheme that was very different from what I usually lean towards, but 
the brightness and softness that this piece holds has really inspired me to work with it again in the future.
Scale-Up Shoe Project, 2021
Cardboard 
55 x 15 x 33cm
Artist’s Statement:
The project is to scale up one of my own shoes. The project is to play with a variety of techniques of 
using cardboard and to create different textures and surfaces according to the real shoe. Both the 
scale and the monotone color gives a powerful impression of the shoe. The challenge I met was to 
design the division of the surface and combining hard pieces to show the curve effects of real flexible 
leather material. I tried hard to hide the hot glue. I love the technique to make the short fur that 
my instructor showed me, it was helpful to create the final effect. Also, I was inspired by the former 
student work, and I decided to do the patterns on the sole of the shoe. This project is interesting and 
fun, and I gained skills of doing craft, patience, and I learned the spirit of do-it-again. The final piece 
is way neater than I thought it would be, and I would like to do more works like this one in the future.
Erdan Xia
Kaitlyn Way
Post Concussion Syndrome Awareness, 2021
Digital Art: Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop 
38.1cm x 50.8cm
Artist’s Statement:
In this project we were tasked with making a poster to spread social good. I decided to spread 
awareness to something close to me, Post Concussion Syndrome. I wanted to be able to achieve 
a poster that was able to convey how someone who has suffered from a concussion might feel, 
whether it is the mental hardships or vision challenges. By using type and imagery I attempted to 
guide the viewers eye through the poster and towards the call to action. I feel like this poster helped 
grow my skills in 2D design by learning more digitally, as well as focusing on my use of type.
